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The Group will deploy the VUSION Retail IoT Cloud platform in 328 Walmart
Canada stores over two years

SES-imagotag, (Euronext: SESL, FR0010282822) the global leader in Electronic Shelf Labels (ESLs)
and digital solutions for physical retail, today announced that it would expand its electronic shelf labelling
technology with Walmart Canada, deploying the VUSION Retail IoT Cloud platform in hundreds of
Walmart Canada stores across the country.
During this initial contract, the technology developed by SES-imagotag will be installed in 328 locations.
This solution will enable Walmart Canada to boost in-store efficiency as well as provide accurate pricing
at the shelf edge. At the same time, the VUSION Cloud platform will enable central monitoring of all the
SES-imagotag assets deployed throughout the stores. Walmart Canada’s customers will also benefit
from always synchronized prices and promotions, a reduction in pricing errors, and an overall enhanced
shopping experience.
Sam Wankowski, Chief Operating Officer of Walmart Canada, commented: “At Walmart Canada
we’re on a mission to innovate and provide the best possible shopping experience. We’ve accelerated
and prioritized digitizing the environment in a way that removes friction for our customers and
associates. Part of this effort is rolling out electronic shelf labels to more Walmart Canada stores across
the country.”
With today’s new retail standards, retailers must be agile in terms of safety, pricing and choice.
SES-imagotag gives Walmart Canada that capability through its VUSION platform, as the retailer will
be able to provide more precise pricing and promotional campaigns in real-time at chain level.
Philippe Bottine, CEO North America of SES-imagotag concluded: “We are delighted to be working
with Walmart Canada. They are by far a champion in the industry and a leading example for other bigbox retailers in need of in-store innovations. This is an exciting opportunity for us to deliver our VUSION
Retail IoT Cloud platform that will allow them to remain agile and competitive in a very dynamic market.”

About SES-imagotag and the VUSION Retail IoT platform
SES-imagotag is a fast-growing retail tech company, listed on the Euronext Paris stock exchange, with revenues around €250
million. The company is the world leader in smart digital labels and IoT solutions for physical retail, serving over 300 large retailers
around the world in Europe, Asia and America.
SES-imagotag has developed the VUSION Retail IOT technology platform to help retailers transform their physical stores into
high value digital assets, more automated, data-driven, and connected in real-time to suppliers and consumers. VUSION improves
pricing agility, accuracy and integrity; enables omni channel synchronization of prices, product information and marketing content;
and increases the productivity of shelf replenishment and in-store picking for online orders. VUSION improves employee
satisfaction by freeing up time from cumbersome low value-added tasks and allowing them to focus on customer service and
merchandizing tasks. VUSION connects shelves to the cloud, providing real-time accurate information on product availability and
location, allowing for reduced inventory, out-of-stock and waste, as well as improved on-shelf availability and merchandizing
compliance. VUSION empowers consumers with better product, nutritional and traceability information at the shelf and enables a
frictionless in-store shopping experience with features such as product search, pathfinding and cashier-less scan & pay features.
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